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Burn and convert files or folders to
a CD or DVD. Burn and convert

files or folders to a DVD. Burn and
create ISO images from media or
network drives. Create, burn and
format USB drives. Create DVD
and CD cover images. Drag and
drop. Hundreds of images for

covers. Compatible to DVD-RW,
DVD+RW, DVD-RAM and DVD-
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R discs. Edit folder structure.
Create ISO images. Faster than
most other CD/DVD burning

programs. Support for all kind of
media, such as CDRW, DVD+RW,
DVD-RAM and DVD-R. Free Star
Burner-DVD Software screenshots:

Rating: FreeStar Burner-DVD
Software is a straightforward piece

of software that you can use to
seamlessly burn CDs and DVDs, as
well as to create ISO image files.
The tool comes packed just with

standard settings, making it
accessible to all user levels, even
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the ones with no previous
experience in DVD burning

programs. Setting up the app takes
little time and minimum effort. Its
interface is made from a regular

window with a clean and intuitive
structure, where you can add files
and folders to the list using the file

browser and folder view,
respectively. Unfortunately, the

drag-and-drop feature is not
supported. The list shows the full

path, length and type (file or
folder) for each item. It is possible
to arrange them in the list by using
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two buttons, remove any selected
entry, write the disc volume name
and choose the media size, as well
as specify the output directory if
you want to save an ISO image.
Otherwise, you can select the

burning device to imprint the files
and folders on a CD or DVD.

Aside from the fact that you can
switch to another theme for the

interface, there are no other
notable options provided by this
utility. Help documentation is

available. FreeStar Burner-DVD
Software runs on low CPU and
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RAM, so it does not hog system
resources. It carries out a task
rapidly and did not cause the

operating system to hang, crash or
pop up error dialogs in our

evaluation. In conclusion, FreeStar
Burner-DVD Software offers a
simple solution to burn files and

folders to CDs and DVDs, as well
as to turn them into ISO images.

Rating: 5 Posted by Hans on
Thursday May 30, 2013 FreeStar
Burner-DVD Software FreeStar
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Platarchik de Backup
Technologies, LLC. is pleased to

release a major upgrade to its Data
Recovery Suite – Data Recovery
Pro 5.0. This new release of the
leading data recovery software

offers support for all USB,
FireWire, MultiMediaCard and
other removable media devices.
The software comes packed with
extensive and easy-to-use features
that allow you to recover lost data

even from a most challenging
media. Among the new features of
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Data Recovery Pro 5.0: Copy data
from damaged hard drive media

Copy from RAID Copy from
damaged FAT32 volume Copy
from damaged FAT16 volume

Copy from damaged FAT volume
Copy from damaged exFAT

volume Copy from damaged NTFS
volume Copy from damaged
exFAT volume Copy from

damaged BSD/HFS volume Copy
from damaged exFAT volume

Copy from damaged SFS volume
Support for all types of media The

tool can run in all editions of
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Windows from 95 to Windows 10.
It supports virtually any removable
media, including USB flash drives,
USB memory cards, MP3 players,

PDA devices and smartphones,
from different brands. Data

Recovery Pro 5.0 supports all
popular media formats, like MS-

DOS, ISO, TAR, ZIP, PNG, JPG,
GIF, PSD, TIFF, RAR, DAT,
MP3, MP4, M4A, AVI, AAC,

RAAC, M4P, VOB and EXE. Full
recovery of de-compressed files

New Full Text Recovery
Technology allows you to recover
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files that were originally stored in
compressed formats,

like.ZIP,.RAR and.PKZIP. Now
you can even recover your files
from scratched CDs and DVDs.
New Data Recovery Wizard The
new Wizard allows you to quickly
select your data from a list of data
file types and automatically import

file names and sizes into the
software. For your convenience,

the Wizard also allows you to
review all the recovered files,

preview the recovered items, and
preview the recovered data file
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types. Sync files and folders with
FTP, SSH and SFTP protocols As

you may have heard, modern
backups are not always flawless.
They cannot always prevent any
loss of data and may also lose or
overwrite old files. That's where
Data Recovery Pro 5.0 with FTP,
SSH and SFTP protocol comes to

the rescue. It automatically
synchronizes data on a 09e8f5149f
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[press].. FreeStar Burner is a
CD/DVD burning application
designed specifically for home
users. It is used to create all types
of media including audio CD,
CD/DVD image, data CD/DVD,
and also copy/burn DV/VCD.
Features: Simple and easy-to-use
interface. Drag and drop
technology supported. Burn and
copy images to/from all major
image formats. Copy/Burn image
file from/to CD/DVD. Read/Write
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CD/DVD/BD image file from/to
hard disk. Burn image to Audio
CD or Software DVD. Burn image
to image file format. It supports
Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Windows 2003 and Windows
Vista. Package Includes: 1.
FreeStar Burner-DVD Software 2.
FreeStar Burner-DVD ISO image -
completed the CD/DVD image. 3.
FreeStar Burner-DVD label 4.
FreeStar Burner-DVD ISO image.
Package Location: [press].. Author
Description: [press].. FreeStar
Burner - DVD Software -------------
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---------------------------------------
FreeStar Burner - DVD Software
(Version: 1.0.1.13, Size: 1197 KB)
StarStacker Lite is a popular photo
merging software to combine the
photos of a whole family into one
big photo for a great photo album.
This software is well-designed and
easier to use than most professional
photo software. StarStacker is a
simple software to combine photos
into one frame. StarStacker for PC
lets you create photo albums from
more than 300,000 free and
premium photos and merge them
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into one image. While it is very
easy to use - StarStacker
automatically removes red eyes,
removes skin blemishes, and
removes other unwanted objects,
and it automatically corrects color,
brightness, and contrast of photos.
StarStacker is a professional photo
software to combine photos into
one large image. Combine photos
with or without the same
background, add other pictures
from the same series, remove
background, reset orientation, add
description, and more. Photos are
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easy to select and add to the
frames, and StarStacker will
automatically merge the pictures
into one image, even remove red
eye in one click. StarStacker for
Mac is a professional photo
software to merge photos into one
large image. Your pictures can be
combined with or without the same
background, add

What's New In?

With PUMA's 5 Star Burner DVD
ISO Burner you can effortlessly
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burn ISO images to a DVD. The
program is easy to use and comes
with highly configurable features.
It supports all known and accepted
image types, including ISO images.
The program also works as a disc
creation tool, so you can burn disc
images and folders to any disc
type. The program's main window
includes buttons that present all
relevant features. You can set the
program to open disc images in
your default player, create a disc,
create a blank disc or an audio disc,
copy disc images and folders to
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disc and burn disc images. Burning
disc images and folders is done
using the program's main window.
The window includes buttons that
allow you to perform the desired
tasks. Clicking the Burn button
starts the burning process. The
Disc Options button lets you
choose various settings, such as the
file system for the disc, the disc
type, disc speed, disc capacity,
audio track settings and some other
features. The Disc Size button is
for choosing the disc size, whilst
the Open button is for opening the
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disc image that you want to burn.
The program's main window can be
easily customized through the
Tools button that opens a menu,
where you can choose various
colors and borders for the window.
The program's features and menu
are described in the help file.
Burner DVD ISO Burner comes
with a help file that explains the
program's features, usage and
options. The program supports all
known and accepted image
formats, including ISO image files.
It is compatible with Windows
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98/ME/2000/XP/2003 and Vista.
Best DVD authoring software for
creating DVD, ISO and CD ISO
images from folders of various
sizes. Supports extraction of audio
from DVD R/RW discs. Includes a
built in CD/DVD burner. Best
DVD authoring software for
creating DVD, ISO and CD ISO
images from folders of various
sizes. Supports extraction of audio
from DVD R/RW discs. Includes a
built in CD/DVD burner. Best
DVD authoring software for
creating DVD, ISO and CD ISO
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images from folders of various
sizes. Supports extraction of audio
from DVD R/RW discs. Includes a
built in CD/DVD burner.
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.8.0 or later High-
End Graphics card recommended:
Intel HD 4000 series or better 1
GB RAM 1.5 GB free disk space
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 series
or better Intel Integrated Graphics
card Broadband Internet access
Languages support: English and
French only Contribution type is
free-to-play Development status: In
Early Access Additional Info:
SUPPORT OF CURRENT
GAMES: You will need an Online
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